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Abstract

Rational expectations equilibrium in the timber market is studied. In the

model, the timber supply is generated by binary harvest decision by competitive

forest owners from an age-class structured forest. The supply satis�es an exoge-

nously stochastic demand and the market clearing price is realized every period.

The price process thus generated is endogenous. The forest owners anticipate the

future price level by observing the current state of age-class distribution as well as

the level of demand shock. Risk-neutral forest owners optimize the land expecta-

tion value (LEV) of individual stands by choosing between clear-cutting and wait-

ing. It is assumed that clear-cut stands are automatically regenerated. Simulation

results illustrate the properties of the equilibrium. The model is demonstrated by

analyzing the e�ects of an expected increase in growing stock on market outcome.
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1 Introduction

The optimal harvesting of a forest stand is a standard problem of forest economics. With

constant price the problem has had a solution from times of Faustmann (Samuelson,

1976). After that the problem has been studied with an exogenous stochastic prices

both in discrete and continuous time (e.g. Brazee and Mendelsohn, 1988; Clarke and

Reed, 1989; Reed and Clarke, 1990; Plantinga, 1998; Willassen, 1998). The literature

has developed, for example, to cover mean-reverting prices (Insley, 2002; Insley and

Rollins, 2005), to allow for separate stochastic dynamics of both biomass and prices

(Alvarez and Koskela, 2007) and take into account the averse forest owners (Tahvonen

and Kallio, 2006).

A separate strand of literature has studied the development and the long-run structure

of the age-class distribution. The literature assumes a utility function that has timber

harvests as an argument. Thus, it can be interpreted as consumer surplus in the timber

markets. The studies have been deterministic (e.g. Mitra and Wan, 1985; Wan, 1994;

Salo and Tahvonen, 2002a,b). While focusing on other issues, these models give also

a representation of timber supply from an age-class structured forest. Studies directly

focusing on the timber supply have their own tradition. Long-run supply derived from

Faustmann model was studied by Binkley (1993). Before that Brazee and Mendelsohn

(1990) had presented simulation models for timber markets. The model included en-

dogenous changing land-use. Gong and Löfgren (2003) have an alternative approach in

the case of stochastic demand, where optimal harvests are found by approximations.

In order to fully incorporate rational expectations on the timber supply decision, the

observed price process has to be based on market clearing and comply with optimal

behavior. This procedure is done in non-forestry literature for the case of competitive

storage model by Deaton and Laroque (1992). In the case of forestry the forest stand

can be seen as a storage with a special kind of time dynamics. The competitive forest

owner acts in a role of a storage owner.

The current study combines the optimal stopping literature and age-class modeling

with an endogenous market clearing price process. The model introduces rational ex-
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pectations equilibrium in timber markets with an age-class structured forest. The tim-

ber supply is based on binary harvesting decisions by competitive and risk-neutral

forest owners that optimize the land expected value (LEV) for a stand of unit size.

The dynamics of the state variables describing the market conditions are driven by

stochastically evolving demand function and resulting market clearing conditions. The

demand is disturbed by stationary random shocks. Non-stationary processes are be-

yond the scope of current study since changes in the land use are not allowed in the

model. Market clearing generates an endogenous price process that the rational forest

owners anticipate correctly.

In the forest economic literature, the model presented here is perhaps most closely

related to the study by Salo and Tahvonen (2003), where competitive market outcome

with age-class structured forests is studied. The current paper extends this analysis

by examining a decentralized solution for the market equilibrium. Thus, the linkage

between optimal rotation literature and market outcome is more apparent. In addition,

the paper extends the optimal rotation literature by introducing rational behavior with

endogenously generated stochastic price processes.

Many of the European countries have forest resources that have higher annual incre-

ment than annual removals. For example, in Finland there are relatively large areas

devoted to young stands that are maturing into age of �nal harvest in the near future.

This increases the potential level of timber supply. It seems that this e�ects of this

volume shock are largely unknown. The model is demonstrated by analyzing the e�ect

of this supply shock on the market outcome.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the model for

harvest decision, market clearing and equilibrium. In section 3 the implementation of

the model and data used is described. In section 4 the results are presented and section

5 concludes.
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2 Model

2.1 Forest owner's decision

A risk-neutral forest owner maximizes the land expectation value (LEV) of a forest

hectare. I assume that forest owner makes a binary decision between clear-cutting the

stand and waiting. Thus, the problem is a standard one, where forest owner chooses

optimal rotations ak over an in�nite horizon. Given an age-dependent volume of the

stand, qa, and constant regeneration costs, c, the maximization problem can be formu-

lated as

max
{ak}∞k=1

LEV = −c+ E

∞∑
k=1

βtk(qakptk − c), (1)

where tk =
∑k

i=1 ai, β ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor and pt is time-dependent price

of timber. Parameters c and qa denote regeneration costs and age-dependent volume

density of stand, respectively. Corresponding to the de�nition of LEV as the bare land

value it is assumed that initial age is a0 = 0.

In every period, the price, pt, clears a competitive timber market, where the wood

supply satis�es stochastic demand, D(c; ε). I assume that the demand is stochastic

and the disturbance, ε, follows a stationary Markov process. This exogenous shock

process is transformed into endogenous market clearing price process. The amount of

harvests depends on the decisions of the forest owners and on the age-class distribution

of the whole forest that together de�ne the supply function. Therefore, the market

clearing price is de�ned by the age-class distribution and the demand shock. Rational

forest owner takes into account the e�ects of these market state variables to the price

dynamics.

I assume that there is a constant area X of forest. This area is partitioned into A age-

classes that forms the age-class distribution. Given the constant area of forest, one of

the age-classes is redundant. Without loss of generality I assume that the last age-class

is not included into age-class vector denoted by x = [x1 . . . xA−1], where xa is the

amount of land area with a stand of age a. Thus, it holds that xA = X −
∑A−1

a=1 xa.

The age-class distribution evolves in time deterministically following the harvest deci-
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sions of the forest owners. The rational forest owner making harvest decisions observes

the age-class distribution as well as the current value of a demand shock. The expected

value of the next periods price depends on the value of next period market state vari-

ables. Thus, the harvest decision depends on the market state variables z = [x ε].

The harvesting problem does not depend explicitly on time. Thus, I restrict to the case

of stationary optimal policies. With binary harvesting action γ ∈ {0, 1} the Bellman

equation of the problem can be presented as

v(a, p, z) = max
γ∈{0,1}

{(qap− c)γ + βEv(a′, p′, z′)} . (2)

The primes denote the next period values. The action γ = 0 denotes waiting and γ = 1

harvesting. The only state variable describing stand of the decision maker is the age

which evolves through a deterministic equation of motion

at+1 = max{γ + (at + 1)(1− γ), A}.

Thus, the unharvested stand ages into next age-class and the harvested stand is auto-

matically regenerated. The unharvested stand that has reached the oldest age-class is

assumed to remain in the stasis. The dynamics of the other state variables is described

in the next section which handles the market clearing. First, however, we have to study

the optimal behavior of a forest owner.

The demand function is de�ned in such a manner that price can only get values between

p ∈ [0, pmax]. Therefore, the reward function is bounded in equation (2). In addition,

the discount factor is δ < 1. Thus, using contraction mapping theorem we see that the

Bellman equation has unique solution (see e.g. Stokey et al., 1989). In this stage, I have

to assume that resulting dynamics of the market clearing price and age-class structure

satisfy needed conditions of smoothness to satisfy the mathematical conditions of the

expectation operator. Let us de�ne the optimal action in solution to (2) as γ = Γa(p, z).

The policy de�nes for every age-class the prices that induce harvest given the state of

the market variables, z. This policy can be described by a reservation price strategy

where harvest is optimal is current price is above the reservation price.

Proposition 1 (Reservation price policy). The optimal policy of the Bellman equa-

tion (2), γ = Γa(p, z), can be represented by a reservation price function πa(z) =
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inf{p|Γa(p, z) = 1}. The reservation price is de�ned as

πa(z) = q−1
a {c+ βE [v(a+ 1, p′, z′)− v(1, p′, z′)]} , a < A

and

πA(z) = q−1
A {c+ βE [v(A, p′,z′)− v(1, p′,z′)]} , a = A.

Proof. Here I handle the case a < A. The same reasoning is valid for the oldest age-

class a = A case. From the Bellman equation (2) we get the condition for harvesting

to be optimal

(qap− c) + βEv(1, p′, z′) ≥ βEv(a+ 1, p′, z′). (3)

leading to

p ≥ q−1
a {c+ βE [v(a+ 1, p′, z′)− v(1, p′, z′)]} .

Since the current value of price does not have an e�ect on expected values of the

state variables, it is clear that with all the values of price above the limiting level, the

harvesting is optimal. The limiting value is the reservation price.

Given the reservation price function, the market timber supply function can be de�ned.

Thus, we can study the properties of the market clearing and, especially, de�ne the

market clearing price. With these results, we can determine the equations of motion

for the price and the market state variables.

2.2 Market clearing

Assuming that the forest owners behave optimally, they behave along their policy

functions Γa(p, z). Joining this behavioral rule with a given state of the age-class dis-

tribution x the supply function can be directly stated as

h(p, zt) =
A∑

a=1

qaxatΓa(p,zt). (4)

Since the policy is stationary, the supply function is also stationary. Because the optimal

policy was shown to be a reservation price strategy πa(z) for all a ∈ {1, . . . , A}, we

observe that short-run supply function is increasing in price. This is stated in the

following proposition.
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Proposition 2 (Non-negative short-run price elasticity). Given an age-class distri-

bution, x with xa ≥ 0, and volume densities qa > 0 for all a ∈ {1, . . . , A} and the

forest owners follow a stationary policy Γa(p, z) that can be presented as a reservation

price strategy in which prices as high or higher than the reservation price, πa(z) for

all a ∈ {1, . . . , A}, induce harvesting. Then a price increase cannot cause supply to

decrease and, conversely, price decrease cannot cause timber supply to increase. Thus,

short-run price elasticity is non-negative.

Proof. Let us analyze a price change from p0 to p1 such that p0 < p1. If in a age-

class a, price p0, induces harvesting, the price level p1 also induces harvesting since

p1 > p0 ≥ πa(z). For these age-classes Γa(p1, zt) − Γa(p0, zt) = 0. Instead, in age-

classes where price p0 does not induce the higher price p1 level may. Thus indicating

Γa(p1,zt)− Γa(p0,zt) ∈ {0, 1} for these age-classes.

Using equation (4) the change of harvests can be directly calculated

h(p1,z)− h(p0, z) =
A∑

a=1

qaxa [Γa(p1,z)− Γa(p0,z)] ≥ 0. (5)

The sum is non-negative, since xa ≥ 0 and qa > 0 and Γa(p1,z)−Γa(p0, z) ≥ 0. Similar

arguments can be used to show that in the case p0 > p1, Γa(p1,z)−Γa(p0,z) ≤ 0 and,

therefore, h(p1,z)− h(p0, z) ≤ 0.

In market equilibrium the supply satis�es the demand in every period. Using the supply

function derived above and an exogenous inverse demand function PD(q; ε), the market

clearing price can be formulated in close relation with the approach by Deaton and

Laroque (1992). Before that, however, some notation needs to be de�ned. It is useful

to order the set of age-classes by their rank in reservation price. Let us de�ne an ordered

set of age-classes a(i) ∈ {1, . . . , A}, such that πa(i) ≥ πa(i+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , A}. In a

tie, I assume that oldest age-class is mapped to the highest value of i. Thus, there is

one-to-one mapping from {1, . . . , A} to {1, . . . , A}. In typical LEV maximization cases

holds a(i) = i, meaning that the old age-classes have lower reservation prices than the

young ones. However, if the forest owners have e.g. old-growth in-situ values in their

utility function, the ordering can be non-monotonous.
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Figure 1: Illustration of market clearing price level when there are two age-classes. The

four demand level scenarios present all the possible regions of market clearing.

The market clearing price is obtained where the demand equals the supply. This can

happen in two distinct ways. Either the demand curve crosses the supply curve in a

segment where supply is horizontal and market clearing price is equal to some of the

reservation prices or the crossing happens at a harvest level, where the reservation

prices jump. In the latter case the inverse demand function yields the market clearing

price. The market clearing price function is presented in the following proposition. The

logic behind the result is illustrated in Figure 1.

Proposition 3 (Price function). Assume a timber supply function described in equation

(4) and an exogenous and strictly decreasing inverse demand function PD(q; ε). Using

the above de�ned re-ordering of age-classes and assuming that PD(0; ε) ≥ πa(A), the

market clearing price can be presented as a price function

P (z) = max
{
πa(A)(z),min

{
PD(H1; ε),max

{
πa(A−1)(z),min {PD(H2; ε), . . . ,

max
{
πa(2)(z), min

{
PD(HA−1; ε),max

{
πa(1)(z), PD(HA; ε)} . . .}

(6)

where

Hi =
i−1∑
j=0

qa(A−j)xa(A−j)

for i ∈ {1, . . . , A} are the cumulative harvests when i age-classes with lowest reservation

prices are harvested completely.
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Proof. Proof follows directly from the observation that inverse demand functions to

the right of market clearing price yield lower values than market clearing price and

similarly the reservation prices to the right are higher than the market clearing price.

Analogously, to the left the inverse demand function terms are higher and reservation

price terms lower than the market clearing price. Therefore, recursive application of

max and min operators �rst change the value of price until the correct market clearing

price is obtained and after that they support the correct value.

Slightly more rigorously, assume that correct market clearing price is πa(i∗). Since reser-

vation prices are ordered, we know that πa(i) ≥ πa(j), when i < j. And for the cumulative

harvests hold Hi ≤ Hj , when i < j, by de�nition. Since the inverse demand function is

strictly decreasing, PD(Hi; ε) ≥ PD(Hj; ε), when i < j. Thus, before πa(i∗) is reached,

max operators select reservation prices and min operators the inverse demand function

terms. After reaching the correct value πa(i∗), the values of remaining inverse demand

function terms are greater than πa(i∗) and min operator starts to select πa(i∗) and since

the remaining reservation prices are lower than πa(i∗) the max operators select πa(i∗),

too. Thus, the function gives a correct value for reservation price. Same logic applies,

if the correct market clearing price is PD(Hi∗ ; ε).

The market clearing results in harvesting of age-classes in their entirety and possibly

harvesting of an age-class partly. The reservation prices and the demand function can

be used to determine the shares of harvested area for each age-class. The share of area

with stand of age a harvested, θa(z) is

θa(z) = max

{
0,min

{
D(πa(z); ε)−HA−i(a)

qaxa

, 1

}}
(7)

where function i(a) gives the rank of the age-class a in the reservation price list, i.e.

it is the inverse function of a(i). In addition, I de�ne H0 = 0. Harvest share has value

θa = 1, when the reservation price of the age-class is lower than the market clearing

price and value θa = 0 if reservation price is higher than the price. If the market clearing

price is equal to reservation price, the harvest share is θa ∈ [0, 1]. The market clearing

level of harvests is h(z) =
∑A

a=1 qaxaθa(z).

Finally, I am in the position to state the equations of motion for the price and the
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market state variables. The market clearing price is determined by the market state

variables. The exact value is obtained from price function derived above

pt+1 = P (zt+1). (8)

Obviously, the expected value of future price is de�ned through development of market

state variables, i.e. the age-class distribution and the demand shock. The development

of the age-class distribution depends on the age-class in question. The youngest age-

class x1 consists of stands that have been harvested in the previous period. The area of

other age-classes in the vector, i.e. xa, a ∈ {2, . . . , A−1}, are the non-harvested shares

of one period younger trees. Thus, the age-class distribution develops deterministically

x1,t+1 =
∑A

a=1 θa(zt)xa

xa+1,t+1 = (1− θa(zt))xat, a ∈ {1, . . . , A− 2}
. (9)

Since the area of the forest is unchanged, the dynamics implicitly de�nes the develop-

ment of the oldest age-class as xA,t+1 = (1−θA−1(zt))xA−1+(1−θA(zt))xA. As already

stated, the demand disturbance, ε follows an exogenous and stationary Markov process

Q(εt+1|εt). The demand shock is the only stochastic element in the model, causing the

uncertainty on future development of age-class distribution and market clearing price

of timber. Although shock process is exogenously given, the resulting price process is

endogenous. In addition, the equation of motion are continuous as long as the reser-

vation price function is continuous. Under this assumption, the dynamics is consistent

with the needed assumptions in forest owner's problem.

2.3 Rational competitive market equilibrium

Previous sections presented the model for optimal policy with exogenously given dy-

namics of the state variables as well as the dynamics of the state variables with a given

harvesting policy. In the rational market equilibrium, the resulting optimal policy is

the same as the one used in the dynamics of the state variables. Let us denote the Bell-

man equation of the harvesting problem by emphasizing the dependence of the state

variable dynamics on the optimal policy of the other forest owners Γ̃ = [Γ̃1 . . . Γ̃A] by

v(a, p, z; Γ̃) = max
γ∈{0,1}

{
(qap− c)γ + βEv(a′, p′, z′; Γ̃)

}
. (10)
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The policy function of the optimization problem is then

Γa(p, z) =
{
γ ∈ {0, 1}|v(a, p, z; Γ̃) = (qap− c)γ + βEv(a′, p′, z′; Γ̃)

}
, (11)

for all a ∈ {1, . . . , A}. Since the forest owners are assumed to be identical, I concentrate

on the case of symmetric equilibrium. In the symmetric rational market equilibrium

the optimal policy of this problem satis�es

v(a, p, z; Γ) = (qap− c)Γa(p, z) + βEv(a′, p′, z′; Γ) ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , A}. (12)

When the condition is satis�ed, all the forest owners behave competitively, optimally

and identically. The dynamics of the market state variables forces the market clearing

for all the periods.

The policy function gives a natural approach for �nding the market equilibrium. Start-

ing from an initial guess for optimal policy Γ̃(1) the Bellman equation is solved. The

solution yields a new optimal policy function that is used in the next iteration

Γ̃(i+1)
a (p, z) =

{
γ ∈ {0, 1}|v(a, p, z; Γ̃(i)) = (qap− c)γ + βEv(a′, p′,z′; Γ̃(i))

}
, (13)

for all a ∈ {1, . . . , A}. Since the policy is binary, it is useful to compare the policies by

their levels of reservation prices in every state z. Iteration is ended when the di�erence

of reservation prices is inside a prede�ned tolerance.

3 Implementation and data

The model was solved and demonstrated in a stylized setting representing Finnish

conditions. The growth data represents Norway Spruce stand at fertile site on mineral

soil in North Karelia, in eastern Finland (oxalis-myrtillus type in Finnish classi�cation).

The growth description was derived from simulations by MOTTI forest stand simulator

(Hynynen et al., 2002; Salminen et al., 2005). In Finland, the harvested timber is

categorized in pulpwood and saw log assortments. There are separate markets for both

assortments with approximately twofold price for saw logs compared to pulpwood. In

the model there is only one timber market. This was assumed to be an aggregate timber

market, which determines the joint price index of both timber assortments. This caused
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Table 1: Long-run market equilibrium with constant demand function. Zero interest

rate case refers to maximum sustainable yield. Demand parameter values used are

q0 = 6.99m3/ha/yr and η = 0.5

annual rotation yield price LEV

interest (yr) (m3/ha/yr) index (AC/ha)

0 80 7.1 0.96 �

0.02 70 6.8 1.05 5654

0.03 65 6.5 1.13 2441

0.04 60 6.2 1.22 1124

0.05 50 5.2 1.50 640

a need for slight modi�cation of the model. In numerical calculations I have altered the

harvest income term from qap to qafap, where the new parameter fa denotes for the

average price of harvested cubic meter of timber. This was assumed to increase with

age as the share of saw log size trees increases as the stand grows older.

The demand function was assumed to be linear in all the calculations. The exact

formulation was

D(pt, εt) = [1− η(pt − 1) + εt] q0, (14)

where pt is the value of price index and ε is the demand shock. Demand scale was

assumed to be q0 = qA/A and the slope η > 0. With given speci�cation, the slope

parameter coincides with price elasticity of demand at calibration point (q, p) = (q0, 1).

Table 1 presents market equilibrium in the case of constant demand function (εt = 0,

∀t), when timber supply was assumed to be in long-run steady-state. These results

correspond to the case where all age-classes have equal share of the forest area, i.e.

age-class structure is a normal forest. The optimal rotation was between 50 � 70 years

depending on annual interest rate.

The forest owners problem was solved for a stand of representative unit hectare. The

total forest was assumed to be large compared to the stand of a forest owner. However,

the forest area was normalized into unit hectare in order to make the results more eas-

ily comparable with the data and previous results. The model was solved numerically
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following the iteration proposed in the previous section. The optimization problem was

solved using Bellman equation collocation method (e.g. Miranda and Fackler, 2002).

In the determination of the reservation prices, a �nite grid was utilized. Therefore,

the estimate of the reservation price was not exact. Due to this drawback, the market

equilibrium iteration drifted into cycles around the equilibrium policy. Although, the

cycles were close to the equilibrium, a proper convergence was not reached. Therefore,

the iteration was forced to converge. This was done by using weighted averaging of

reservation prices in the iteration. Instead of using the new optimal policy in the next

iteration step, i.e. π̃
(i+1)
a (p, z) = πa(p, z; π̃

(i)), the updating of policy was performed by

π̃
(i+1)
a (p, z) = wiπa(p,z; π̃

(i)) + (1 − wi)π̃
(i)
a (p, z), where wt ∈ (0, 1]. Here πa(p, z; π̃

(i))

denotes for optimal reservation price, when other forest owners behave along π̃(i). The

averaging eventually smoothed away the discrepancies caused by the �nite grid ap-

proximation. Di�erent weight pro�les were used, each resulting policies equal within a

tolerance.

The number of age-class, A, is a major determinant of the size of the problem, since

there are A + 2 state variables in the model. In addition, optimal policy is found for

every age-class. Due to the capacity restriction the numerical analysis was performed

with a rather rough model with three age-classes (A = 3). The small amount of age-

classes forces the length of a time period to be rather long. To get rotations typical for

Finnish conditions, I used 25 year time steps. Thus possible rotations in the model are

25, 50 and 75 years. As comparison with constant price results (see table 1) indicates,

the rotation of 75 years is rather long and 50 years short. This choice of time step,

however, made it possible to study cases when the rotation was changing due to the

changes in market conditions. The table 2 shows the constant demand solutions for the

model with given age-classes. Annual interest rate determines which are the conditions

for a stable equilibrium. With low interest rate neither rotation is stable. With a high

interest rate the rotation of 50 years is stable, which could be already seen from table

1.

Throughout the numerical results it is assumed that the demand shock follows a sta-

tionary AR(1) process

εt+1 = φεt + νt+1 (15)
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Table 2: Rotations allowed by age-class structure and their related values of LEV. One-

shot deviations indicate, whether a change of a rotation is bene�cial or not for a forest

owner. Demand speci�cation equals with 1

annual LEV LEV One-shot deviations

interest T = 50 T = 75 50 → 75 75 → 50

0.02 6552 5294 3558 -2012

0.03 3025 1920 522 -399

0.04 1454 603 -1924 1054

0.05 640 23 -3895 2314

where νt ∼ IID(0, σ2). Due to the stationarity assumption, |φ| < 1, the shock process

has �nite variance σ2
ε = σ2/(1−φ2). In order to force the boundedness of price, I have

assumed that |εt| < 4σε. In practice, these boundaries do not have an e�ect on the

results.

4 Results

4.1 LEV, optimal rotation and interest rate

Figure 2 shows two typical paths for age-class distribution, market clearing price and

harvests.1 Initial state of age-class distribution was x1 = x2 = 1/2 and x3 = 0, what is

hence called normal forest with rotation of 50 years (T = 50). Demand shock parame-

ters were φ = 0.3 and σε = 0.25. Both paths were calculated with the same realization

of shock process. The only di�erence is that in the left hand side forest owners annual

interest rate is 3% and on the right hand side 4 %. It is clearly seen that with 3 %

interest rate the age-class distribution tends to evolve toward longer rotation normal

(T = 75), and the deviations are only short-lasting. Instead, when interest rate is 4 %,

the shorter rotation is preferred. The average age at harvest has large e�ect on price

and harvests: shorter rotations are linked with higher price and lower timber yield.

1The path of x1 is not shown, since it follows very closely the path of x2. This is a direct consequence

of age-class dynamics since the �rst age-class is not harvested in the simulation.
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Figure 2: Two paths of age-class distribution, market clearing price and harvests

(m3/ha/yr) with the same demand shock realization. Panels on the left (right) hand

side are calculated with annual interest rate of 3% (4%). Parameters of the shock

process are φ = 0.3 and σε = 0.25.

Table 3: Average age of stand at harvest in years.

annual interest rate (%)

φ 2 3 3.5 4 5

0.3 74.7 72.0 65.1 58.1 52.0

0.9 75.0 75.0 71.0 54.1 51.7
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Figure 3: The e�ect of interest rate on supply function. Higher interest rate causes

shorter rotations. Age-class distribution is normal forest with T = 75, current value of

demand shock is ε = 0 and parameters of the process are φ = 0.3 and σε = 0.25.

The average age of stand at harvest, i.e. average rotation, was studied by simulating

the model further. Table 3 shows the results when simulation horizon was 5000 periods.

It is clearly seen that the rotations were shorter when interest rate was higher. With

annual interest rate of 3.5% the age-class distribution varied greatly in time, which

is indicated by average rotation that is between limiting values of 50 and 75.2 This

was especially notable when persistence on the demand shock is rather low (φ = 0.3).

Increasing persistence seemed to increase the persistence in the rotation length too, as

there is less deviations from the limiting rotation lengths.

Figure 3 shows an example of a change in supply function when interest rate is increased

from 3% to 4%. The supply function consists of step functions and the negatively

sloping line is the demand curve. In the �gure, the age-class distribution is normal

forest (T = 75) and the current value of demand shock is ε = 0. The shock process

the same as in the �gure 2 (φ = 0.3; σε = 0.25). The lowest reservation price is for the

last age-class and the highest for the �rst one (π1 > 3). The increase in interest rate

2In the cases when all the area in x3 is not clear-cut, the remaining stand is still accounted as 75

years old, although, it really is 100 years old. Thus, the maximum rotation in the simulation was 75

years.
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Table 4: Land expectation values (AC/ha) in selected cases. Shock value ε = 0.25 is one

standard deviation.

annual interest rate (%)

φ 2 3 4 5

normal forest (T = 75), ε = 0

0.3 5754 2214 847 245

0.9 5605 2256 888 223

normal forest (T = 75), ε = 0.25

0.3 5916 2376 1034 394

0.9 7529 3174 1324 579

normal forest (T = 50), ε = 0

0.3 6095 2617 1307 620

0.9 6013 2681 1314 608

decreases the reservation prices and, thus, lowering the supply curve. This increases

harvests. With 3% interest the normal forest is sustained, while with 4% interest there

are harvests in the second age-class too. With 4% interest rate the age-class distribution

starts to evolve toward a shorter rotation forest.

The parameters of the model have naturally an e�ect on the land expectations value

(LEV). In addition, the values of the market state variables have an e�ect on land

value, since they a�ect the future market clearing prices and age-class distribution.

Table 4 presents the LEV values derived from the optimization model with di�erent

cases of interest rate and persistence of the shock process (model parameters) as well

as age-class distribution and current value of shock process (market state variables).

The �rst observation indicates that LEV values have remained at similar level with the

static analysis above in tables 1 and 2. The positive value of demand shock increased

LEV as the shock induces higher timber prices. The e�ect was higher, when persistence

of shock was high. The cause is naturally the expected high future shock values. LEV

was also observed to be higher when age-class distribution consisted on normal forest

of shorter rotation (T = 50 compared to T = 50). All in all, it is seen that the LEV is

a random variable determined by the market state variable.
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4.2 Adjustment to a volume shock

In many countries the growth of forest resources is notably larger than the annual

removals. For example, in Finland relatively more area is devoted to the young stands.

As these stands grow older, there is notable increase in supply potential. The model

is demonstrated in the analysis of this volume shock on the market outcome. The

analysis is done by simulation. The initial age-class structure is assumed to be xt =

[0.356 0.366 0.278] which estimates the situation in the southern Finland (Finnish

Statistical Yearbook of Forestry, 2010). The evolution of market outcome is studied

from three initial demand shock levels of −σε, 0 and σε called low, mid and high,

respectively. The standard deviation was assumed to be σε = 0.25. Di�erent initial

shock level describe the expectations on future timber demand levels relative to the

current state. Since the shock process is stationary, it tends toward the mean, which

was assumed to be zero. Thus, for example, a high initial shock value presents a case

where future demand level is expected to be lower than the current level. Two cases

of shock dynamics was studied. One with low persistence (φ = 0.3) and one with high

(φ = 0.9). Finally, the simulations were performed with annual interest rate of 3% and

4%. The mean of the price and harvest changes relative to the initial harvests for the

next two periods were calculated. Periods are indicated by t+1 and t+2. The number

of simulations was 1500. The results are presented in table 5.

When interest rate was 3% the e�ect of volume shock yielded expected results of

decreasing the timber price. This decrease is accompanied with increase in harvests in

all the cases except when persistence was low and initial demand high. Thus, in this

case the decrease in demand had larger e�ect on harvests than the positive volume

shock. The results with interest rate of 4% were unexpected. The case of low initial

demand shows the same pattern as is expected and was observed with 3% interest too.

In all the other cases the price is increased and harvests decreased. The reason behind

this result is the harvesting behavior in the initial period. As the interest rate is high,

there is a tendency for shorter rotation. Therefore, in the initial period all the oldest

age-class is harvested and a notable share of second age-class also. Thus, the volume

shock is largely harvested away and subsequent harvests are made from lower volume
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Table 5: Relative changes in prices and harvests with three initial demand shock levels

low, mid and high. See details in text.

annual interest rate 3 % annual interest rate 4 %

φ = 0.3 φ = 0.9 φ = 0.3 φ = 0.9

demand t+ 1 t+ 2 t+ 1 t+ 2 t+ 1 t+ 2 t+ 1 t+ 2

price changes (%)

low -12.9 2.1 -29.9 -21.4 -2.7 6.9 -17.3 -10.1

mid -18.0 -14.3 -12.6 -10.9 7.4 9.2 12.1 21.1

high -10.3 -19.1 -12.5 -14.2 5.2 5.5 0.8 13.5

harvest changes (%)

low 27.7 26.5 15.2 14.7 20.6 20.5 9.8 9.2

mid 11.6 10.1 8.4 7.7 -3.7 -5.3 -5.5 -10.0

high -9.0 -8.6 9.3 8.2 -18.9 -22.8 -2.9 -13.6

stock than expected.

5 Summary and conclusions

A model presenting a rational expectations equilibrium of timber markets with an

age-class structured forest was introduced. The model enables the analysis of price for-

mation in timber markets and it presents a tool for studying the generated endogenous

price processes in rational timber markets. A decentralized solution for market equilib-

rium is presented. Thus, the model is based on joint derivation of optimal policy given

that the dynamics of the state variables is based on the same optimal behavior.

The model results indicated that the many of the fundamental truths of forest eco-

nomics exist also in the rational market environment. However, since the dynamics of

the age-class distribution is modeled together with optimal harvest decisions, the model

presents new insights on short-run timber supply. The model was demonstrated with

an analysis of a future volume shock that is expected in the near future. The results

showed that in a plausible setting of model parameters, an unexpected price increase
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can be realized.

In the future work, the model structure needs to be analyzed further. For example the

connection between endogenous price process and the exogenous demand shock process

is an interesting question. In addition, the decentralized solution should be compared

with corresponding problem of the social planner. A decentralized model could be used

for studying the e�ects of di�erent formulations for the preferences of the forest owner.

However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

The rational market model presented here could be used in many applications. Here, the

model was utilized in analyzing the supply shock e�ects on market outcome. In similar

manner, one could study the e�ects of demand shock on the market outcome. The model

naturally encompasses the non-stochastic phenomena of the market equilibrium too.

This enables, for example, studying the long-run properties of the age-class distribution

from a new viewpoint. The model could also be extended to include the carbon stock

of the trees and the soil. Thus, introducing carbon payments, one could study their

e�ect in the rational market environment. Another interesting extension of the model

is to allow for land-use changes. This would make possible the long-run analysis of

timber markets. In addition, a model of this kind would be logically consistent with

non-stationary shock processes.
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